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Motion is a key characteristic of every form of life1. Even at the microscale, it has been reported that colonies of bacteria can
generate nanomotion on mechanical cantilevers2, but the origin of these nanoscale vibrations has remained unresolved3,4. Here,
we present a new technique using drums made of ultrathin bilayer graphene, where the nanomotion of single bacteria can be
measured in its aqueous growth environment. A single Escherichia coli cell is found to generate random oscillations with amplitudes of up to 60 nm, exerting forces of up to 6 nN to its environment. Using mutant strains that differ by single gene deletions
that affect motility, we are able to pinpoint the bacterial flagella as the main source of nanomotion. By real-time tracing of
changes in nanomotion on administering antibiotics, we demonstrate that graphene drums can perform antibiotic susceptibility testing with single-cell sensitivity. These findings deepen our understanding of processes underlying cellular dynamics, and
pave the way towards high-throughput and parallelized rapid screening of the effectiveness of antibiotics in bacterial infections
with graphene devices.

L

iving cells exhibit nanomechanical vibrations as a result of the
biological processes that govern their growth, function and
reproduction5. This nanomotion is an intriguing phenomenon
of unravelled origin that has been observed in a wide variety of living organisms, including neuronal cells6, erythrocytes, yeasts7,8 and
bacteria4. Numerous hypotheses have been proposed for the underlying driving mechanism, such as motion of organelles, internal
redistribution of cell membranes9 and the action of ion pumps3,
but consensus has not been reached4. This relates to the fact that
non-invasive probing of biomechanics at the microscale is highly
challenging, which has stimulated the development and application
of techniques such as atomic force microscopy10–12 (AFM), optical
and magnetic tweezers13, flow cytometry14 and optical tracking of
cells15,16. In particular, for bacterial cells, micromechanical cantilevers have emerged as powerful tools for detecting vibrations of
adhered cell populations (100–1,000 bacteria) in a liquid environment4. It was shown that the nanomotion of these populations
rapidly decreases in the presence of antibiotics, which holds great
promise for the development of rapid antibiotic susceptibility testing technologies2. Both for probing fundamental biomechanical
processes and for development of nanomotion-based antibiotic susceptibility tests in medical diagnostics, it is crucial to explain the
microscopic origins of nanomotion.
Here, we present a new single-cell technique based on suspended graphene drums17, which greatly enhances the sensitivity
of nanomechanical sensing compared to previous cantilever-based
methods. The ultra-high sensitivity of the technique allowed us to
clarify the mechanism that lies at the root of bacterial nanomotion
by probing various strains of E. coli. The small mass, high stiffness
and micrometre-sized area of a suspended graphene drum enables
detecting nanomotion at even the single-bacterium level. Using
arrays of these drums, we compare the vibrations produced by different E. coli strains. In particular, we investigate the contributions
of the bacterial cell-wall synthesis, flagella, rotor and ion pump to
nanomotion, and demonstrate that flagellar motion is the main
source of nanomotion in these bacteria. Moreover, by tracing the

nanomotion in the presence of antibiotics, we show that this new
ultrasensitive graphene-based platform enables antibiotic susceptibility tests with single-bacterium sensitivity. This opens new routes
towards faster, label-free detection of antimicrobial resistance at the
single-cell level with potential applications in drug screening and
rapid diagnostics.
Graphene drums for probing a single bacterium. The experiments were performed using drums made of an ultrathin (<1 nm)
bilayer of chemical vapour-deposited graphene that covered circular cavities with a diameter of 8 µm and a depth of 285 nm that
were etched in SiO2. A silicon chip with an array of thousands of
these graphene-covered cavities was placed inside a cuvette containing E. coli in Luria-Bertani (LB) medium, where (3-aminopropyl)
triethoxysilane (APTES) was used to bind the bacteria to the graphene surface (Supplementary Note 1 and Methods). The nanomotion of a bacterium resulted in a deflection of the suspended
membrane, which was measured using laser interferometry18 (Fig.
1a). The bacterium induced a time-dependent deflection z(t) at the
centre of the suspended graphene drum, which can be determined
from the modulation of the intensity of the reflected light19. To quantitatively compare the nanomotion of different drums, we acquired
z(t) traces over 30-s periods to obtain the variance σ2 = 〈z2(t)〉, or the
motion amplitude σ, which we used as a measure of the magnitude
of the nanomotion.
Drums containing a single live bacterium (Fig. 1b–d) displayed
large displacements zmax of up to 60 nm, with a time averaged motion
amplitude of up to σ = 20 nm, that clearly exceed the deflection of
drums without bacteria and signal from cells deposited on the Si/
SiO2 substrate away from the drums, which yielded a background
σ = 2 nm (Fig. 1e and Supplementary Notes 2 and 3). The large oscillation amplitudes can be associated with the movement of the suspended drum and originate from bacterial biophysical processes. To
characterize the motion further, we recorded the signal of a single
bacterium for more than 1 hour. It is apparent that fluctuations were
present that show similarities over different timescales (Fig. 2a).
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Fig. 1 | Detection of nanomotion of single bacteria by graphene drums. a, Schematic of the interferometric measurement setup used to record the
nanomotion. OSC and PD stand for oscilloscope and photodiode, respectively. b, Optical microscope image of an array of suspended drums with adhered
E. coli. Scale bar, 20 μm. c, Zoom in of the area indicated by a white square in b, showing a dividing bacterium on top of a graphene drum. Scale bar, 5 μm.
d, Scanning electron microscopy image of an E. coli on a suspended graphene drum. Scale bar, 5 μm. e, Recorded deflection of a suspended graphene drum
immersed in LB without a bacterium (left), compared to the signal from a graphene drum with a bacterium present (right).

Fluctuations were also observed on timescales ranging from seconds to hours. Figure 2b displays the power spectral density (PSD)
of the motion (black line), compared to the background signal of an
empty drum. The spectra have a 1/fα frequency dependence, with a
mean value of α = 1.8 ± 0.1 (n = 277 graphene drums; Fig. 2c). The
difference between drums with and without a single bacterium can
also be clearly perceived by listening to audio recordings that were
generated by converting the interferometric traces to a sound track
(provided as Supplementary Audio). These results are consistent
with power spectral densities found for bacterial colonies on AFM
cantilevers20, and show that the nanomotion generated by even a
single E. coli bacterium lacks a specific periodicity but instead
involves a wide range of frequencies.
Impact of flagellar motility on nanomotion. While various
origins of nanomotion have been proposed3,4, we speculate that
flagellar motility constitutes the main source. To clarify its role
on the bacterial forces generated, we compare the nanomotion
of four E. coli strains (Fig. 3a) that were genetically modified to
have varying levels of motility: a hyper-motile strain with a larger
number of flagella compared to wildtype, a minimally motile
strain that lacks the regulatory IS1 element for the flagellum synthesis21,22, a non-motile strain with disabled flagellar motors and

a flagella-less strain where the motors are functional but flagella
are lacking. As a fifth case, we studied the overall influence of ion
pumps on the nanomotion by administering cadaverine, a drug,
that blocks ionic transport through the cell membrane23 and thus
reduces cell motility.
The histograms in Fig. 3b compare the motion of hyper-motile
bacteria before and after exposure to cadaverine. The motion
amplitude σ is observed to be substantially lowered after adding
the drug (the median reduced from σ = 13.4 nm to 7.0 nm before
and after administering cadaverine, respectively), indicating that
the bacterial motion was strongly reduced, although it did not get
fully quenched. The level of motility was observed to have a large
influence on the magnitude of the nanomotion signal, as shown
in Fig. 3c. We observed that the nanomotion from the strains with
both functional flagella and motors (median of σ = 13.4 nm for
hyper-motile and σ = 12.6 nm for minimally motile strains) was significantly larger than from strains in which either the motor was
disabled or the flagella was removed (median variance σ = 5.3 nm
for non-motile and σ = 2.6 nm for flagella-less strains). We conclude
that the observed differences in nanomotion are mainly induced
by the activity of flagella, since the nanomotion disappeared in the
flagella-less strain and the amplitude clearly correlates with the
activity of the flagella.
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Fig. 2 | Motion of a single bacterium. a, Deflection z(t) versus time for a
graphene drum with a single E. coli in LB, recorded for 1 h. By zooming in
on the part indicated in grey, while maintaining the same y axis scale, it is
observed that fluctuations are present over a wide range of timescales.
b, Amplitude PSD of the time trace shown in a, of a live bacterium (black)
and for the baseline from an empty drum (grey). Dashed orange line is a
fit to 1/fα spectrum with α = 2.1. The background spectrum is significantly
lower and shows enhanced noise at frequencies below 1 Hz and a flatter
noise spectrum above 100 Hz. Peaks appear at harmonics of 50 Hz due
to mains interference. c, Probability distribution of α from fitting 1/fα
noise. Orange line represents a Gaussian fit to the distribution, yielding an
average value of α = 1.8 ± 0.1 (mean ± s.d.) (n = 277 samples).
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Antibiotic susceptibility tests on single bacteria. Subsequently, we
explored whether antibiotic susceptibility tests can be performed
on single E. coli bacteria by monitoring nanomotion of graphene
drums. To test the efficacy of different antibiotics, we measured
the nanomotion variance σ2 of each drum for 30 s, both before and
1 hour after administering an antibiotic above its minimum inhibitory concentration. Figure 4a shows the six different antibiotics that
we tested and their mode of action. For the antibiotics rifampicin,
ciprofloxacin, 2,4-Dinitrophenol (DNP) and chloramphenicol, a
decrease in the nanomotion was observed (Fig. 4b–f and Table 1).
Initially, a median motion amplitude σ = 7 nm is observed for the
AB1157 E. coli strain, but quickly after administering the antibiotic
the amplitudes drop to median values around σ = 3 nm. The cells
are not viable after antibiotic treatment, as the motion does not
increase back to its original level when the antibiotic is flushed out
with LB (Supplementary Fig. 7, similar to earlier reports2). These
results show that one can use graphene drums for testing antibiotic
susceptibility on the basis of nanomotion.
To test whether graphene drums are able to distinguish resistant cells, we used E. coli cells with a chromosomal KanR resistance
gene24. When these cells were exposed to kanamycin, we observed
no change in the motion amplitude (σ ≅ 5 nm) (Fig. 4d). However,
when we subsequently exposed the same cells to chloramphenicol,
we did observe a decrease in the signal with respect to the initial
nanomotion (down to σ = 1.8 nm). Additionally, we treated E. coli
cells with A22, which alters cell-wall synthesis. We used subminimum inhibitory concentrations of the drug, such that the bacteria
lose their typical rod shape and become rounded (Supplementary
Note 4) without killing the cells or impairing their division and
motility25–28. In contrast to the effect of the other antibiotics, the
variance of cells grown in presence of A22 was found to be similar to
that of the untreated cells, and disruption of the cell-wall synthesis
was not observed to result in a reduction in the nanomotion.
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Fig. 3 | Impact of flagellar motility on nanomotion. a, To study the influence of motility on nanomotion, the following strains are compared: hyper-motile,
hyper-motile with motility impaired by cadaverine, minimally motile by a genetic blocker, non-motile by gene deletion (MotAB) and flagella-less (fliC).
Red cross indicates a blocked ion pump and red dashed arrow indicates a disabled motor. b, Histogram of the motion amplitude σ of hyper-motile bacteria
before (blue, n = 60) and after (yellow, n = 34) administering cadaverine, showing reduction of nanomotion. c, Motion σ of minimally motile E. coli (purple,
n = 58) is compared to the non-motile strain (black, n = 103) and the flagella-less strain (turquoise, n = 169). The non-motile and flagella-less strains
showed significantly lower motion than the minimally motile strain. Lines represent lognormal fits to the distributions.
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Fig. 4 | Single-cell antibiotic sensitivity screening using graphene. a, Schematic of antibiotics used in this work and their respective mode of action.
b,c, Recorded motion of a drum with E. coli before (black) and after exposure to antibiotics (orange): rifampicin (b) and ciprofloxacin (c). d, Recorded
motion of a drum with a kanamycin-resistant E. coli bacterium before (black), after 1 hour of exposure to kanamycin and subsequently after 1 h of exposure
to chloramphenicol. e, Recorded deflection (upper trace) that starts 6 min after DNP drug injection at t = 0 min (vertical orange dashed line). A moving
average is used to calculate the variance (below) using a window of 30 min. f, Box plot for all measurements after administering the corresponding drug to
the E. coli strain AB1157 (n = 277), +A22 (n = 108), +kanamycin (n = 33), +rifampicin (n = 83), +ciprofloxacin (n = 36), +DNP (n = 27), +chloramphenicol
(n = 33), as well as for empty control drums in LB (n = 80). Box plot indicates the 25th, 50th (red line is the median) and 75th percentiles, whereas
whiskers extend to maximum 1.5 times the interquartile distance. Outliers are indicated with a cross.

Besides detecting differences in nanomotion between strains,
or after administering antibiotics, the graphene platform also
offers the possibility of real-time probing of the decrease in vibration amplitude, providing on-the-fly information on the route
to bacterial death. From long-time trace measurements such as
Fig. 4e (and Supplementary Note 6), we found that most of the
nanomotion fades within the first hour after exposure to antibiotics. We also note that after adding the antibiotic the PSD drops
down to the level of an empty drum (Supplementary Note 4).
This experiment demonstrates the potential of graphene devices
as an indicator of bacterial physiology, and opens new routes for
determining the temporal response of bacteria to antibiotics at
single-cell level.

Conclusions

We present an ultrasensitive platform that uses graphene drums
to measure nanomotion of single bacterial cells. Single E. coli bacteria were observed to produce peak fluctuations of up to 60 nm
in amplitude that corresponded to forces of up to 6 nN as inferred

from the graphene membrane stiffness of k ≅ 0.1 N m−1 (Methods).
These forces are larger than the typical forces generated by a single molecular motor29 (F ≅ 10 pN) or a single flagellar motor30,31
(F ≅ 100 pN), indicating that multiple molecular motors and flagella contribute collectively to the observed force. By comparing the
nanomotion of different strains of bacteria, we conclude that flagellar motion is the main contributing factor to the nanoscale vibrations. It is worth noting, however, that flagellar motility is not the
only source of nanomotion, as it was observed even in flagella-less
E. coli and natural atrichous B. subtillis (Supplementary Fig. 5),
albeit at significantly lower amplitude.
Our platform expands on the available tools for single-cell analysis, such as high-resolution fluorescence microscopy, and sets a new
benchmark for sensitivity with respect to the available nanomotion
method using cantilevers. Single-cell data have many useful properties; they allow for the identification and study of persister cells,
which are related to the emergence of antibiotic resistance32 within
a population and can be obtained at a lower specimen concentration. In contrast to fluorescence microscopy, nanomotion detection
Nature Nanotechnology | www.nature.com/naturenanotechnology
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Table 1 | Efficacy of antibiotics measured 1 h after exposure
Antibiotic

Number
of drums
measured
(n)

Median
variance
before
exposure
(nm2)

Median
P value
variance
1 hour after
exposure
(nm2)

A22

108

66.7

49.1

0.83NS

KanamycinR

33

32.3

20.2

0.11NS

Rifampicin

83

92.6

14.7

≤0.0001****

Ciprofloxacin

36

18.8

10.3

0.00030***

DNP

27

94.8

9.6

≤0.0001****

Chloramphenicol 33

32.3

3.4

0.0091**

Median value of the variance before and after exposure are compared, and the probability (P
value) that the drug has no effect on the nanomotion variance is evaluated using a two-tailed rank
test. For all antibiotics except A22, a two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test is performed for paired
measurements before and after exposure to the antibiotic. For A22, a two-tailed Wilcoxon rank
sum test is performed with respect to E. coli AB1157. Superscript R indicates antibiotic resistance
and significance is expressed using the asterisk convention.

is a label-free technique and thus can be applied directly on clinical
samples for antibiotic sensitivity screening. Whereas cantilevers can
be used to resolve nanomotion in a large aggregate of at least several
hundreds of bacteria4, a graphene drum accommodates single bacteria and its different geometry results in a reduced damping and
thermal noise, allowing smaller forces to still be distinguished from
the noise floor. Graphene is strong, inert, thin and couples well to
light, which makes it stand out among two-dimensional materials as
a support material for nanomotion sensing and is well-suited to be
massively parallelized.
Recent reports call for the development of effective diagnostic
tools to detect antimicrobial resistance and slow down the emergence of multi-drug resistant bacteria by prescribing the correct
drug33. Our antibiotic susceptibility experiments demonstrated that
the graphene drum sensing platform can trace the effect of antibiotics on bacterial nanomotion in real-time. This opens the way
to fast, label-free susceptibility testing down to the single bacterial
level (Supplementary Video). In comparison to other techniques
for detecting antibiotic susceptibility34, the method presented here
stands out in terms of sensitivity and speed, offering the capability
to quantify the nanomotion at the level of individual bacteria within
a timeframe of 30 s. The small size of the graphene drums enables
high-throughput sensing, allowing, in principle, millions of cells to
be monitored in parallel in the presence of antibiotics. Similar benefits might apply in the field of personalized medicine, where the
right antibiotic can be rapidly selected on the basis of the nanomotion response.
Furthermore, directed evolution experiments may benefit from
this technique as a fast selection and screening method35, as the
density of over 10,000 nanomotion sensors per mm2 can result in
a greatly increased throughput as compared to 96-well plates or
petri-dish culturing. With the significant reduction in size and
increase in sensitivity presented in this work, nanomotion detection
potentially can evolve into an important non-invasive monitoring
tool in cell biology and provide new routes for rapid screening tests
in personalized medicine and drug development.
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Methods

Bacterial strains. For antibiotics susceptibility experiments, FW2179, a
derivative of E. coli AB1157 strain, described previously in ref. 27, was used.
Hyper-motile (MG1655(+IS1)), minimally motile (MG1655(−S1)), non-motile
(MG1655ΔmotAB) and flagella-less (MG1655ΔfliC) strains that were described
previously in ref. 36, were a kind gift from B. Beaumont from TU Delft.
Sample preparation. For experiments with E. coli cells, we grew cells in LB
media overnight at 30 °C to reach the late exponential phase. On the day of the
experiment, the overnight culture was refreshed (1:100 volume) for 2.5 h on
fresh LB medium at 30 °C to reach an optical density (OD600) of 0.2–0.3. Then
1 ml of the refreshed culture was mixed with APTES (Sigma-Aldrich) to reach a
final concentration of 0.1% APTES (volumetric). This acts as a binder between
the bacteria and the chips37. A cuvette with a graphene-covered chip inside was
then filled with the solution. The chamber was left for 15 minutes in a horizontal
position to deposit the bacteria on the surface. Afterwards, the chamber was placed
in an upright position to prevent additional bacteria from depositing and maintain
an average coverage of a single bacterium per drum. An optical microscope
(Keyence VHX-7000) was used to inspect the sample. The cuvette was then placed
in the optical nanomotion detection setup (Fig. 1a). The setup was equipped with
nano positioners (Attocube ECSx5050) that allow for automated scanning over
an array of drums. The motion of the bacterium was transduced on the drum and
recorded using a digital oscilloscope (Rohde & Schwarz RTB2004). For each drum,
a trace was recorded for at least 30 min with a sampling rate of at least 500 Hz. The
measurements were performed in an air-conditioned room with a temperature
of 21 °C. After measuring the sample for 1 h and collecting approximately 60
time-traces of different drums, antibiotics were added to the solution at the
concentration given in Table 2. The antibiotic was left to work for 1 h (unless
otherwise stated), and afterwards a new round of measurements was performed on
the same array of graphene drums.
Substrates. The substrates were 5 × 5 mm2 silicon chips with a 285-nm layer of
silicon oxide, which were patterned with circular holes by a reactive ion etch where
the silicon acts as a stop layer. Chemical vapour-deposited bilayer graphene was
supplied, transferred and suspended over the circular holes by Graphenea with a
dry transfer method. The quality of the graphene drums was inspected by scanning
electron microscopy and optical microscopy. Suspended circular drums with a
diameter of 8 µm were used for the experiments.

Table 2 | Table describing the types and concentrations of
antibiotics used (Fig. 4a)
Antibiotic

Target

Mechanism

Concentration

A22

Cell-wall synthesis

Inhibits MreB
filament
polymerization

5 µg ml−1

Kanamycin

Translation

50 µg ml−1
Binds ribosome
and interferes
in elongation of
polypeptide chain
elongation

Chloramphenicol

Translation

Binds to ribosome 34 µg ml−1
and inhibits
binding of
transfer RNA

Ciprofloxacin

DNA supercoiling
homeostasis

Traps
topoisomerase
and DNA in a
complex, inhibits
DNA rejoining
after cleavage

Cadaverine

Ion transport

50 mM
Induces closure
of porins and
inhibits ion
transport over the
membrane

Rifampicin

Transcription

Binds to RNA
polymerase
and blocks the
elongating RNA
molecule

50 µg ml−1

DNP

H+ gradient across
the membrane

Inhibits ATP
synthesis

2 mM

15 µg ml−1

Antibiotics. The antibiotics used in this work are listed in Table 2.
Amplitude calibration. Here we describe how the drum deflection z(t) was
obtained from the reflected intensity variations I(t) of the red laser that was
reflected by the photodiode voltage Vpd(t). We first define the reflection coefficient
R(t) = I(t)/I0, where I0 is the incident light intensity and I(t) is the reflected light
intensity. The reflection coefficient R(t) depends on the optical characteristics
of the cavity formed between the graphene and the silicon and the position z(t)
of the graphene membrane. Subsequently, light passes through three media with
the following refractive indices: LB media with nLB = 1.34–0.0007i, graphene with
ngr = 2.7–1.6i, air with nair = 1 and finally the light was reflected from the silicon
mirror nsi = 4.2–0.06i, where i is the imaginary unit. Together, the semitransparent
graphene layer and the reflective silicon form a Fabry–Pérot cavity. The reflected
light is modulated by the graphene drum moving through the optical field, and the
reflection coefficient R = I/I0 can be described by the following equation38
]2
[
r1 + r2 e−iδ1 + r3 e−iδ2 + r1 r2 r3 e−i(δ1 +δ2 )
,
R=
1 + r1 r2 e−iδ2 + r1 r3 e−i(δ1 +δ2 ) + r2 r3 e−iδ2
where r1 =

nLB −ngr
nLB +ngr , r2

=

ngr −nair
ngr +nair

and r3 =

nair −nsi
nair +nsi ,

and the exponent δ is the

phase difference that the light of wavelength λ acquires while travelling through a
2πn t
tair
, with tair = g + z(t).
medium of thickness t. In this case δ 1 = λgr gr and δ 2 = 2πnair
λ
The reflectivity of the cavity depends on the number of graphene layers and the
cavity depth, as plotted in Extended Data Fig. 1a, where the reflectivity for bilayer
graphene is indicated by a red line. The design cavity depth is 285 nm, however,
the drums bulged down by typically 60 nm under pressure of the liquid as can be
seen in the liquid AFM image (Supplementary Note 5). Therefore, we consider
that the effective cavity depth was g = 225 nm. Then, we normalized the reflectivity
by dividing it over R at a cavity depth of 225 nm (R0), to find the slope around that
point, which equals φ = d(R(t)/R0)/dz = –0.0038 nm−1, as indicated in Extended
Data Fig. 1b.
Data were gathered by an oscilloscope measuring the voltage Vpd(t) from the
photodiode that is proportional to the reflected light intensity and is operated in its
linear range. The gathered time trace was normalized by division over its average,
Vnorm = Vpd(t)/〈Vpd(t)〉 and a linear fit was subtracted from the data to eliminate
the effects of drift during the measurement. Using the calibration factor φ, the
deflection z(t) was calculated as z(t) = [Vpd(t)/〈Vpd(t)〉 − 1]/φ.
While the current nanomotion detection technique works well for
qualitative analysis of changes in the bacterial nanomotion in time, there are
Nature Nanotechnology | www.nature.com/naturenanotechnology

several approximations made in the conversion from the nanomotion-induced
light-intensity variations detected by the photodiode to a nanomotion amplitude
in nm. First of all, the nanomotion generated by a bacterium may depend on
its position on the drum, which could cause experimental variations. In our
calculations of the force, we assume that a single bacterium is centred on the drum.
Moreover, in the optical model, the cavity underneath the graphene is assumed
to be filled by air. The use of bilayer graphene minimizes the chances that small
defects cause leakage and liquid AFM measurements (Supplementary Note 5)
also showed that the graphene membranes bulge down, which is to be expected
if the cavity is air filled. Finally, the bacterium is attached to the surface of the
graphene and is likely to be in the laser beam path. The refractive index of an
E. coli bacterium39,40 (n = 1.33) is very close to that of the LB medium (n = 1.34),
causing the bacteria to be nearly transparent, and therefore we estimate this to have
a negligible impact on the nanomotion amplitude determination.
Estimation of the stiffness and noise floor of a graphene drum. We estimate
the stiffness k1 of the circular graphene drum with area A = 50 µm2 on the basis of
the deflection z at the centre of the membrane with respect to a flat configuration
induced by uniform liquid pressure P in the cuvette. Hooke’s law prescribes that the
stiffness can be found by equating forces:
kz = PA

The graphene drum is immersed 1 cm below the surface of the liquid and is
therefore under a uniform pressure of 100 Pa. Under these conditions, the graphene
is found to deflect 60 nm downwards, as measured by liquid AFM (Supplementary
Note 5). By inserting these values in the equation above, we find k = 0.14 N m−1.
Our estimate of the stiffness of graphene drums corresponds to values reported in
literature41–43, which typically range from 0.05 to 1 N m−1.
Next, we estimate the amplitude noise floor of the empty graphene drums to
estimate the minimum detectable nanomotion level. The mean square force noise
on a harmonic oscillator with a damping constant c is given by F2 = 4 kB Tc BW,
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature and BW is the measurement
bandwidth17. Far below the resonance frequency, the variance in the amplitude
is given by σ empty = F2 /k2, which is proportional to c. For a circular graphene
drum, the damping constant c (N s−1 m−1) can be roughly approximated from
Stokes’ law, assuming a spherical particle moving through a fluid, c = 6πµR,
where for our drum the radius R = 4 μm and µ = 0.001 Pa s for water at 20 °C,
which yields c = 7.5 × 10−8 N s m−1. In the case of cantilevers44, typical damping
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constants are c ≅ 1 × 10−6 N s m−1. Thus the empty drums have a damping constant
and nanomotion variance that is over a factor of ten lower than that of AFM
cantilevers, resulting in a higher signal-to-noise ratio, which facilitates single-cell
motion detection.
Statistics. Since the data reported in the paper are not normally distributed,
we relied on non-parametric tests for statistics. We represent the median and
quartiles of data in boxplots, in accordance with the use of non-parametric tests.
We use a signed rank test whenever repeated measurements on the same drum are
available (that is, antibiotic susceptibility test), and rank sum test for comparison
between strains. We used MATLAB’s built-in functions for statistical analysis.
All statistical tests were two-sided. On all figures, the following conventions
are used: not significant (NS) 0.05 < P, *0.01 < P < 0.05, **0.001 < P < 0.01,
***0.0001 < P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001. We report a significant difference in
results if P < 0.01.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Reflectivity of the Fabry-Pérot cavity formed by suspended graphene. a, Reflectivity as a function of number of graphene layers
and cavity depth. Values for bilayer graphene are indicated by a red line. b, The reflectivity change is normalized with respect to the natural position of the
graphene drum. By determining the slope around this point, a sensitivity φ = −0.0038 nm−1 is found.
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